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1 Introduction
1.1

The draft Hambleton local plan was approved by Council on 16 July 2019 for publication, as
set out in Regulation 19 of The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England)
Regulations 2012.

1.2

Once published there was a period for people to comment on the plan. Comments at this
stage can only be made in relation to issues of soundness, legal compliance and the duty to
cooperate, and are known as 'representations'. The period for representations ran from 30
July 2019 and closed at 5.15pm on 17 September 2019.

1.3

The total number of representations received by the Council on the Local Plan was 1061.
Yes

Legally Compliant
Sound
Complies with the Duty to Cooperate

No
1015

46

165

896

1016

45

1.4

This report identifies the main issues raised in representations. The representations received
have been summarised to draw out the key issues, and these summaries are included for
each key issue. It should be noted that not all summaries have been included if they were
not considered to be raising a key issue. Representations that included suggested changes
to the Local Plan which then have been addressed through modifications, have also not been
included in this document. The Schedule of Local Plan and Policies Maps Proposed
Modifications (LP03) sets out all the proposed modifications.

1.5

All responses received can be viewed in full on the consultation portal and will be passed onto
the Inspector as part of the examination process.

1.6

This document should be read alongside the Hambleton Local Plan Submission Consultation
Statement Regulation 22 (March 2020) (PD06) and the Consultation Statement - Publication
Draft (July 2018) (PD03), both of which provide an overview of all consultations and stakeholder
involvement from the early stages of plan making to submission of the plan for examination
and also the Schedule of Local Plan and Policies Maps proposed modifications (LP03) which
details the modifications to the Local Plan that the Council would like the Inspector to consider.
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2 Whole Plan
2.1

Key issues raised in representations on the Local Plan as a whole were:

Key issues:

4

Summaries:

Evidence

Support - Local Plan and Infrastructure Delivery Plan will contribute
towards sustainable development in Hambleton in the context of water
management.
Policies CI1 and CI2 remain relevant to Highways England. Clarification
on the finalised quantum of development should be presented to
Highways England to understand the future impact on the highways
network.

Housing

Objection to the number of homes as the number is not considered
sufficient to meet the needs of the district.
Heavy reliance on existing LDF allocations.
Lack of new allocations, specifically in Thirsk and Bedale area.
Windfall policy does not provide sufficient clarity on what will be
acceptable.

Consultation
process

Failure by the Council to comply with the requirements of the Town and
Country Planning Act (2012) Part 6, section 18 and 19. The submissions
made in 2017 to the consultation on alternative sites were not made
public until 22nd August 2019.
Concern over the methodology of the consultation process.

Legal compliance

Specific content relating to climate change is identified as being required
as a result of specific legislation/ regulations (Although doesn't state
whether the local plan contains the content identified).

Duty to cooperate

The North York Moors National Parks Authority supports policy E6 which
includes policy on National Protected Landscapes.
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3 Introduction and Background
3.1

The key issue raised in representations on the Introduction and Background was the Duty to
cooperate:
It is unclear on what basis the Local Authority engaged with its neighbouring Local
Authorities and prescribed bodies during the preparation of the Local Plan.
Hambleton has failed to address the issue of concern raised by Redcar and Cleveland
LPA, and in 2007 ignored Middlesbrough’s comment that HDC was allocating too many
greenfields for housing, impacting on their own brownfield development.
Duty to co-operate statements are completed at District and Parks level and we don't
feel addresses the cross-boundary issues at a Parish level.

Issues Shaping the Local Plan
3.2

Key issues raised in representations on the Issues Shaping the Local Plan were:

Key isues:

Summaries:

Environment

General support for the section subject to change [no wording was
provided - general statement regarding minimising the harm to the
built, historic and natural environment].

Housing

Support for the key housing issues identified in principle.
The plan does not address need for affordable housing, or the loss of
services and facilities in villages.
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4 Vision and Spatial Development Strategy
Spatial Vision
4.1

Key issues raised in representations on the Issues Shaping the Local Plan were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Housing

The Housing element of the plan is seriously deficient; a policy on phasing
should be added.
Broadly supportive of the vision, consider that the Vision should commit to the
delivery of new housing which meets the "objectively assessed housing
needs" of the District as a minimum to be consistent with paragraph 11(b)
of the Framework.
Broadly support Outcome 3 (concerned with the social and economic
sustainability of villages) but concerned it cannot be delivered without
development being identified within Raskelf.
Stokesley requires the allocation of alternative sites (S/142/015, S/142/016,
S/142/017) ahead of STK1 in order for outcome 2 (concerned with market
towns) to be achieved.
Supportive of Vision but seeking to have additional land allocated.
Strategy focuses on standard product housing delivery in key market towns.
There are implications for not adequately delivering future quality and
individuality.
Relies upon the delivery of appropriate sites for housing, land at Raskelf should
be allocated.
Support the Vision with regards to housing.

Community
assets

More explicit reference should be made to the development of community
assets as part of special developments (Community-led Housing).

Policy S 1: Sustainable Development Principles
4.2

Key issues raised in representations on Policy S 1: Sustainable Development Principles were:

Key issues:
Policy
approach

6

Summaries:
Part (c) of the Policy should be amended to read "Securing the provision of
suitable market and affordable housing to meet the needs and aspirations of
existing and future residents".
The plan does not set out how the concerns and needs of the parish of Ingleby
Arncliffe are to be addressed. The Plan ignores how the former Primary
School site could be used to deliver affordable housing.
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Key issues:

Summaries:
Support - Policy S1 and sub point C to secure the provision of affordable
housing.
Policy should be more inclusive and reference meeting all needs, with regards
to housing, not just affordable housing needs.

Compliance
with NPPF

Suggest inserting the wording 'significantly boosting' into policy S1 criterion
C with ref to NPPF 59.

Housing
allocations

The policy relies upon undeliverable allocations from the previous plan. This
results in Brafferton and Helperby having no allocations.
For Shipton by Beningbrough there are no new allocations, which means this
will not lead to delivery of the necessary level of homes.
As drafted the start date for the plan results in an artificial reduction of the
overall level of homes needed, which will not meet affordable housing needs
or benefit communities. The implications of this for East Cowton is that there
are no new allocations, which will not lead to delivery of the necessary level
of homes.
The policy relies upon undeliverable allocations from the previous plan. AIB
1 and AIB 2 145 homes in total will not lead to delivery of the necessary level
of homes.
There is a significant over reliance on existing committed sites, several of
which may never come forward, but which in turn means the Council's strategic
approach to distribution is not based on sound logic.
The Council recognises the potential of other settlements in relevant policy
justification to make a contribution towards housing growth, however sites in
some service villages have been given such a high focus on housing
deliveries.

Policy S 2: Strategic Priorities and Requirements
4.3

Key issues raised in representations on Policy S 2: Strategic Priorities and Requirements
were:

Key issues:
Policy
approach
supported

Summaries:
Welcome the flexibility of this policy in terms of providing an "At least"
requirement.
The proposed requirement of 77.6 hectares employment land is welcomed.
CPRE North Yorkshire believe that the full objectively assessed need for
housing over the plan period of 315 homes per year is sound and justified.
HEDNA methodology and 315dpa requirement supported.
Support the number of homes to be provided is identified as being an "at
least" figure.
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Key issues:
Housing
requirements

8

Summaries:
The policy should not include affordable housing need in the overall target.
The methodology used to define the housing requirement represents a
departure from national planning policy. A standard Method should be used
with a revised plan period of at least 2019 to 2036.
The Council should prepare a housing trajectory to illustrate delivery of this
minimum requirement over the plan period, in line with the NPPF.
The housing figure should be increased to reflect growth strategies and that
employment land growth could be 81.4ha.
Concerns that the level of employment targeted by the Local Plan Publication
Draft has not been accompanied by a commensurate level of housing growth.
There are a number of significant deficiencies in the evidence base, and the
interpretation of that work by HDC which are the economic forecasts for
Hambleton indicate that the employment-led figures range from 493 dpa to
509 dpa.
The Council should revisit the evidence base taking into account Lichfield's
analysis.
Policy is not sound due to approach taken by GL Hearn in preparing the
Hambleton Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessment.
The buffer should be increased to 20% over and above the requirement due
to the Councils inability to maintain a continuous five year housing land supply
over the previous Plan period.
A 20% buffer should be provided to the proposed housing figures in order
to boost housing supply in accordance with the National Planning Policy
Framework and also to allow sufficient flexibility across the plan period.
The housing need figure of 315dpa is very high. This figure of 315 dpa is
34% above the highest demographic conclusions and 106% above the starting
point of demographic projections. There are multiple locations across the
district that are over-providing housing.
The plan period should be changed to read 2018-2035 so that the level of
housing required in that period is met separately to that required between
2014-2018 and delivered under the current plan.
The council are currently delivering an average of 427dpa since 2014 which
is 36% above the proposed housing figure. It is therefore considered that an
increase to the proposed housing requirement from 315dpa to 427dpa (as
the current average delivery rate) as a minimum.
A failure to sufficiently take into account identified unmet need and a failure
to sufficiently take account of reasonable alternatives.
Additional sites should be identified to allow for flexibility in delivering sufficient
housing numbers.
Policy S2 is not sound because for numerous reasons there is potential to
increase the housing requirement. Suggest that the policy would benefit from
the inclusion of "net" new homes.
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Key issues:

Summaries:
Support using a figure over and above the figure identified by the LHN using
the Standard Method, however, it is considered that there is potential to
increase the housing requirement further.
There is a case for additional housing allocations. The Plan should provide
for 11,339 dwellings instead of 6,615.
The council should look to accommodate for the needs of the wider sub
region and ensure a sufficient supply of housing as a sufficient rate.
The method for assessing the housing need does not provide a minimum
annual housing need figure, it does not produce a housing requirement figure
and does not take into consideration economic growth.
Object to the housing requirement for a number of reasons including the
uncertainty with York and the potential for Hambleton to assist in meeting
their unmet housing need.
The policy should base housing need on the OBR rates to deliver a housing
requirement of 335dpa.
Hambleton have consistently delivered in excess of 206 dwellings over 14
years and therefore the OBR rate is more in line with this.
OBR rates will cater for the potential of York requesting help in meeting
housing demands and reduces the potential reliance on over 60s to remain
economically active.
For a number of reasons including potential requirement from York, suggest
that the Council may want to increase the housing requirement to a minimum
of 7,455 dwellings over the plan period, in order to include potential
requirement from York.
The plan period should be 2014 - 2037 and the minimum housing requirement
in the Plan should be at least 11,339 dwellings.

Housing
commitments

Object to the quantum of housing commitments the Council is relying on to
come forward. These sites should be assessed in relation to the realism of
their deliverability.
Object to the quantum of housing commitments the Council is relying on to
come forward. These sites should be assessed in relation to the realism of
their deliverability.
An assessment should be undertaken to determine whether there is a realistic
prospect of delivery to ensure these sites can be relied upon otherwise the
plan will be ineffective.
Unclear which sites the Council have included as commitments as there is
no table which clearly identifies these sites and the associated 4,013 dwelling
total.

Housing
distribution

The exclusion of Tanton Park House site, in Stokesley, means there has
been a failure to take into account its capacity to provide specialist older
people's accommodation.
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Key issues:

Summaries:
Sites S/058/005a and S/058/006a are put forward to assist with the provision
of additional land residential development.
Suggest the allocation of more sites in service village such as Hutton Rudby
among others.
Dalton has a large employment allocation but no housing allocation, nor at
Topcliffe. These locations should be considered over South Otterington in
delivering sustainable development.
There is also a requirement for additional housing sites with an example of
Bedale Road, which can provide 172 new market and affordable homes.
Policy is not sound because it is not in accordance with a spatial strategy
designed to deliver sustainable development.

10

Specialist
housing

Failure to recognise the need for older people's accommodation in Stokesley.
Meeting the specific housing need of 68 homes per annum for the ageing
population within the total 315 homes per annum is an inappropriate
mechanism and does not show regard for specialist housing.
Lack of focus upon the delivery of self-build plots for self-builders.
Sites should be allocated for smaller builders to help cater for the delivery
of bungalows, homes to meet the needs of the elderly, low cost starter homes
and affordable homes.
The plan should increase the number of houses needed to accommodate
for the "ageing population".

Employment

The evidence suggests that there is no demonstrable need for land to be
allocated for additional employment.
The plan is unsound due to the use of outdated data, a failure to accurately
assess the employment needs of the region in line with ONS population
forecasts and employment density, a failure to match the type of worker
available to the type of employment being encouraged through land allocation,
specifically at Leeming Bar.
The evidence suggests that there is no demonstrable changes in the working
age population which necessitates additional land to be allocated for
employment. The calculations of amount of employment land required are
overly generous with flawed methodology.

Consideration
of alternatives

There does appear to be a lack of available evidence to demonstrate what
reasonable alternative options have been considered by the Council versus
the proposed requirement of 315 dwellings per annum in order to establish
whether this is an appropriate strategy.
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Key issues:
Consultation
process

Summaries:
The Local Plan is not legally compliant because there has been a failure to
communicate with residents, a failure to be open and transparent and a
failure to consider the views of the residents.
Housing documents are lengthy and highly technical, and fail to meet the
Legal Compliance requirement to consult the public. The plan and support
documents do not spell out what level of net in-migration the Council is
proposing.

Policy S 3: Spatial Distribution
4.4

Key issues raised in representations on Policy S 3: Spatial Distribution were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Support - policy S3
Support and welcome the identification of the extension to Dalton Airfield
Industrial Estate as a Strategic Employment Site under policy S3.
Support Easingwold identification as a market town.

Policy
approach

The lack of allocations and significant reliance on allocations from the LDF
and commitments is considered a significant issue with the Plan.
Some allocated sites have not been developed; settlements should have
identified housing number targets and alternative allocations made within
that settlement to meet that identified housing target.
Targets for housing numbers in each settlement should be provided in the
spatial strategy.
Should be a broader distribution in sustainable locations further down the
settlement hierarchy, including the service villages.
Should also seek to deliver further housing within the Service Villages.
The emphasis of Policy S3 should be altered to provide a greater focus of
development at Bedale with Aiskew rather than Leeming Bar.
The policy of focusing growth to Leeming Bar as set out in Policy S3 is likely
to promote the need for travel given the limited range and quality of essential
daily services available within the settlement.
Too much of the development is focused on Thirsk and Northallerton and
industrially on Dalton and Leeming Bar to the detriment of the needs of the
other more distant market towns.
The Local Plan should be amended by addressing local, parish housing
needs.

Alternative or
additional
allocations

Sites such as S/058/005a (land east of Easby Lane) and S/058/006a (land
west of Easby Lane) are available, suitable and deliverable and could provide
the Council with further flexibility.
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Key issues:

Summaries:
Sites E/041/044 and PST/E/041/059 would contribute to meeting the required
10% of sites (NPPF) would should be met through sites 1 ha or less.
Dalton should have a housing allocation of appropriate and commensurate
size to meet the housing need of those employed at the proposed employment
site allocation, as the case at Leeming Bar and Sowerby Gateway.
In order for the Spatial Distribution to be delivered, alternative housing Site
Allocations in Stokesley must now be selected ahead of STK1.
Allocation (PST/T/163/011) should be made to add to flexibility.
Aiskew Farm is a deliverable option which should be allocated over previously
allocated sites which have not come forward in the plan period.
Town End Farm, Crathorne is a sustainable location which has been unjustly
removed from the plan following being a preferred option. Development of
the site would secure the future of heritage assets.
The Bedale area should be considered for additional housing allocations
given the employment sites and designation as a service centre. Burrill Road
site would provide 35-40 homes, to support services and facilities in the area.

Settlement
hierarchy

12

Designation of Great Broughton as a service village is neither "Legally
Compliant" or "Sound".
Object to Leeming Bar as a secondary village, the settlement is the focus of
considerable housing and economic growth. It should be upgraded up a
service village.
Settlement hierarchy is considered sound, but does not provide detail on the
level of homes to be delivered at each level.
As the most important town within Hambleton, Northallerton should be
prioritised above the other market towns and the settlement hierarchy should
reflect this importance.
Secondary Villages benefit from a greater apportionment of allocations than
the higher order Service Villages.
Grading a settlement as "C" status close to the district boundary and other
significant settlements may be inappropriate as it would not be able to meet
housing and facilities needs.
Great Broughton has a score of only 18 points within the Settlement Hierarchy,
therefore falls short of being a Service village. A supplementary report (with
the original report appended) was submitted to the District Council pointing
out that its points score was now only 18 and so should be downgraded. Lack
of consultation with the Parish Council over this concern.
Great Broughton continues to be designated as a Service Village, as it is in
the current plan, even though it has lost most of the services that existed
when that Plan was developed. It no longer has a garage, a shop or Post
Office in order to be designated a service village.
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Key issues:

Summaries:
South Otterington has no commensurate employment allocation to serve the
housing site - this is not a sustainable location.
Some small sites of 1ha or less in Market Towns should be allocated through
the Local Plan to produce choice and variety.
Topcliffe and Dalton should have housing allocations given their large
employment allocations.

Housing
growth

Concern for the absence of any quantitative distribution of housing between
sub-areas.
The earlier iteration of Policy S3 at the Preferred Options stage should be
included. Such an approach would include the prospects of a new settlement
in Policy S3, which would be capable of meeting the needs of the district and
longer term growth for the sub region and provide flexibility within the Plan.
The focus of large developers is on bulk standard product on greenfield sites
to maximise profit in key identified locations; meaning that affordable housing
will similarly be concentrated in those same locations.
The Plan does not highlight the level of homes in each settlement or the level
of affordable homes.
There should be a greater distribution of windfall development in villages.
Object to the distribution of allocations under the spatial strategy.

Housing
commitments

Over reliance on a previously allocated, undeveloped site in East Cowton to
meet the housing numbers.
There is an over reliance on allocations being rolled over from the previous
core strategy.
Not clear on how many completions or commitments have been included in
Thirsk to go towards meeting the housing target.

Infrastructure

There is a shortfall of pupils for the local primary school, as such more housing
is required to underpin the sustainability and vitality of rural communities.

Legal
compliance

The Duty to Cooperate has not been complied with.

Policy S 4: Neighbourhood Planning
4.5

Key issues raised in representations on Policy S 4: Neighbourhood Planning were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Support

Soundness

The text in Policy S4 should be revised to reflect NPPF
paragraphs 65/66.
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Policy S 5: Development in the Countryside
4.6

Key issues raised in representations on Policy S 5: Development in the Countryside were:

Key issues:

14

Summaries:

Support

Support.
Welcome the inclusion of the exclusion of land which forms important views
to or from a listed building or conservation area.
Support the criteria to determine whether or not a site forms part of the built
form or lies within the open countryside.

Policy
approach

To ensure the effectiveness of draft Policy SP5, the term "land closely
associated with them" should be clarified in the draft Local Plan as meaning
land that is within close proximity to or functionally and/or physically linked to
the main settlement area.
If a scheme is considered acceptable from a landscape and visual perspective
and has no impact on the character of the settlement, it should not be refused
by virtue of having one house over the threshold of a minor development.
Policy is too restrictive and open to interpretation.
Part (b) of the Policy refers to the protection of the best and most versatile
agricultural land (Grades 1, 2 and 3a) from development; as such, in the
absence of any explicit reference to the fact that this Policy does not apply to
the proposed housing and employment allocations, there is the risk that the
development of such sites could be found to conflict with this Policy.
The proposed definition of what constitutes open countryside should consider
what the land in question has been used for and its connection with the land
its links to, within the settlement's built form, rather than just relying for its
definition on what borders such land.

Affordable
housing

Unlikely to provide a contribution to the council’s affordable housing needs
due to the limitations on the scale of development.

Built form

Support no defined development limits within the Local Plan however consider
that the definition of "built form" within the Policy is too restrictive.
In the absence of a defined settlement boundary for Northallerton will the site
in question and the ongoing development to the north and east are considered
to be within the "built form" and the development of this site be considered
appropriate in principle.
In the absence of a proposed settlement boundary designation will the land at
WST 1 be regarded as part of the built form and the adjoining/ built development
along Nosterfield Road/Moor Lane to the south and east be considered to be
within and part of the "built form" of West Tanfield and acceptable for
development in principle.
In the absence of a defined settlement boundary to Topcliffe will the land in
question and the adjoining built development along School Lane, to the north,
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Key issues:

Summaries:
west and south east be considered to be within the "built form" acceptable for
development in principle.
"Land which is associated with the countryside is not considered to form part
of the built form" is more ambiguous in terms of whether this refers to the use
of the land or its physical association.
In order to assist with the potential shortfall of homes in the plan period and to
add flexibility to the plan, the Council have removed the settlement limits from
the plan and incorporated part of the text from the Interim Planning Guidance
to allow development adjacent to the settlement limits.
In the absence of a defined settlement boundary to the north part of
Northallerton will the site in question and the on-going development to the
north and east considered to be within the "built form" and acceptable for
development in principle site NOR2 West of Darlington Road, Northallerton.
Parishes should be given a map showing the "built form" so they can consider
making any necessary representations.

Soundness

Object to the current wording of the policy to protect and enhance the intrinsic
beauty, character and distinctiveness of the countryside. The wording used in
the policy is considered a departure from national planning policy which simply
sets out the need to recognise the intrinsic beauty, character and distinctiveness
of the countryside.

Gypsy and
Travellers,
and
travelling
showpeople

HG6 makes no provision for gypsy pitches, this needs to be incorporated into
Policies HG6 or S5.
Promote more private traveller site provision while recognising that there will
always be those travellers who cannot provide their own sites.

Policy S 6: York Green Belt
4.7

The key issue raised in representations on Policy S 6: York Green Belt was support.

Policy S 7: The Historic Environment
4.8

The key issue raised in representations on Policy S 7: The Historic Environment was support.

The Key Diagram
The key issue raised in representations relating to the Key Diagram was queries:
Two allocations proposed for Thirsk, totalling 160 homes. We note that this is also
inconsistent with the key diagram which states that 205 units have been allocated within
Thirsk.
Policy HG1 there is a total of 160 units in Thirsk and Sowerby, whereas the Key Diagram
states 205 units.
Key diagram does not include commitments or previous allocations.
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Narrative comment of West Tanfield's position in the Key Diagram.
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5 Supporting Economic Growth
5.1

The key issue raised in representations on chapter 4: Supporting Economic Growth as a whole
was employment growth:
Inadequate policy provision to retain young people in suitable homes and employment
in Easingwold.
The text should highlight the importance of the prosperity of the District, in particular
ensuring a robust and healthy rural economy.

Policy EG 1: Meeting Hambleton's Employment Requirement
5.2

Key issues raised in representations on Policy EG 1: Meeting Hambleton's Employment
Requirement were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Support

Policy approach

Flexibility should be provided to allow for employment-generating
uses regardless of whether these are ancillary uses.
The policy does not allow the provisions to be applied to other
employment sites in the district, such as Bagby Airfield. The policy
should either list the airfield or widen the sites it is applicable to.

Objections

Leeming Bar

Policy EG 2: Protection and Enhancement of Employment Land
5.3

The key issue raised in representation on Policy EG 2: Protection and Enhancement of
Employment Land was policy approach:
This policy provides guidance and limits its provisions to B1, B2 and B8 uses. The policy
does not allow the provisions to be applied to other employment sites in the district.

Policy EG 4: Management of Town Centres
5.4

Key issues raised in representations on Policy EG 4: Management of Town Centres were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Easingwold Primary Shopping
Area

Easingwold Town Council would like to see the Primary
Retail Area extended to an area extending over the town
centre, comprising the Market Square, Spring Street, Chapel
Street, and an area of Long Street.

Vacant and underused upper
floors

The reuse of vacant or underused upper floors for residential
use ought to be particularly encouraged in the Policy.
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Policy EG 5: Vibrant Market Towns
5.5

Key issues raised in representations on Policy EG 5: Vibrant Market Towns were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Support - proposals which would deliver public realm improvements and
reinforce local distinctiveness.

Easingwold
Primary Shopping
Area

Easingwold Town Council wish to see the Primary Retail Area expanded
to facilitate growth.

Heritage impact

The site known as Bedale Gateway Car park and Coach Park needs an
assessment of what contribution this currently-undeveloped area makes
to the significance of the adjacent Listed Building and Conservation Area
and what effect the loss of this site and its subsequent development as
a car park might have upon the significance of those assets.
Support - the improvement of the historic yards, arcades, ginnels and
alleyways within Northallerton town centre. These are an important
element of the character of the town and contribute to the distinct
character of this part of the Plan area.
Support - Development Requirements for allocation NOR3 insofar as
they relate to the historic environment and the policy requirements to
retain and convert the Listed Buildings

Policy EG 7: Rural Businesses
5.6

The key issue raised in representations on Policy EG 7: Rural Businesses was the policy
approach:
The Council must not seek to require more information than is necessarily required or
proportionate in support of planning proposals, particularly where this may include
proposals for the diversification of individual farms or businesses.
Policy requires a further category to enable the redevelopment of existing sites.
No reference to horticulture to provide locally available pulses and vegetables.

Policy EG 8: The Visitor Economy
5.7

The key issues raised in representations on Policy EG 8: The Visitor Economy was tourist
accommodation:
Tourism accommodation is often in an unsustainable countryside location. The requirement
for tourism accommodation to be located in or adjacent to a settlement or on a sustainable
transport is undeliverable.
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6 Supporting Housing Growth
6.1

Key issues raised in representations on chapter 5 Supporting Housing Growth as a whole
were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Policy
approach

The Plan fails to identify and address the range of problems faced by
communities in villages. The Plan should produce a comprehensive package
of policies to address these issues.
Explanation of and justification of the level of in-migration should be provided.

Alternative
or additional
allocations

A greater number of allocations are required to enable sufficient provision for
this need. Berkeley DeVeer's site in Easingwold (E/041/018a) was previously
identified as a Preferred Site and is therefore considered to be suitable for
allocation in principle.
There is a case for additional housing allocations such as Topcliffe Road,
Thirsk. Planning practice guidance advices that where labour force supply is
less than job growth this can result in unsustainable commuting patters.
Allocations are dependent on one large strategic site.

Soundness

To accord with NPPF plans should enable flexibility that can be achieved by
identifying land as housing allocations which appropriately exceeds the housing
requirement to provide market choice and to act as a buffer.

Evidence

Hambleton's analysis states that 6615 dwellings will be needed. 2136 dwellings
have been completed with a further 4013 future commitments. There is no
demonstrable need for HDC to allocate any more land for housing.
HEDNA indicates employment growth of 6,800 jobs but much of this growth
occurred in the 2014-16 period which the labour market has already responded
to (11.14, p124). The councils own (HEDNA) report shows most of the predicted
employment growth has already occurred.
The approach to calculating the residual requirement is flawed.
Hambleton's identified requirement is 60% higher than the standard method
when applied to 2016 population projections.
The housing requirement figure is 34% above highest demographic conclusions
of HEDNA. The residual requirement is only 466 homes. Policy HG1 allocates
sites for housing to provide a total of 1,584 homes .

Supply and
delivery

A Plan start date of 2014 allows a substantial amount of past delivery to be
counted toward supply of 466. If commencement of the Plan were brought up
to date the residual requirement would be 1,342.
Committed supply has an over reliance on past allocations that haven't come
forwards in 12 years. It also includes windfall delivery.
Recommend the housing requirement is increased to a minimum of 7,455
dwellings to ensure that the Plan is sound. The Local Plan identifies 2,136
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Key issues:

Summaries:
completions, including completions of 472 for 2018/19 identified in the 2019
SHLAA.
The definition of a "deliverable" site within the revised NPPF (February 2019)
will have significant implications upon the Council's five-year housing land
supply position. Several extant allocations do not benefit from any form of
planning permission.
It is normal practice in Examinations into Local Plans to allow for between 10%
and 20% of supply to fall out. A 20% would require a further 724 dwellings.
The housing requirement should be increased to around 500 dpa and the plan
period extended to at least 2037.
The Council has not produced a Housing Trajectory to illustrate the rate at
which sites will deliver across the plan period.

Type and
tenure

Accommodation for key workers, and adults and young people on learning
programmes or Apprenticeships is not given particular importance.
Lack of awareness of Community-led Housing programmes.
A higher proportion of two and three bedroom homes, including some
bungalows, and more specialist accommodation including for extra care housing
is required.
Level of affordable need identified and older persons are also concerns.
Hambleton is failing to meet any of its targets for affordable housing and the
employment types this plan supports will not be in a high enough wage bracket
to make market-priced properties affordable for workers. Projections indicate
growth in one person households but current policy is building family homes.

Justification
text

Paragraph 5.5 - Past delivery of 427 dwellings per annum is in excess of the
proposed annual housing requirement figure of 315 dwellings. It is positive
that there has been a high number of housing completions, this is clearly
reflective of demand. To accord with national policy, sufficient allocations should
be identified to ensure that need as well as demand are satisfied.
Paragraph 5.7 - The Council's reliance on 4,013 dwellings being delivered from
existing commitments is unsound. A 10% allowance has been made to account
for non-implementation of small sites with permission, but no such adjustment
has been made for the remainder of the sites. The Council state the committed
sites are set out in the SHLAA. There are concerns regarding the robustness
and level of information provided regarding a range of specific sites through
the SHLAA evidence. Delivery of a number seems to be overstated or does
not accord with NPPF policy and planning guidance. To be sound the plan
should clearly identify what constitutes committed and historic supply.

Policy HG 1: Housing Delivery
6.2
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Key issues raised in representations on Policy HG 1: Housing Delivery were:
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Key issues: Summaries:
Support

Support policy. Allocation EAS1 should be phased to fits in with the needs of
the school.
Support policy HG1 for allocating housing and mixed use sites.
Support policy for the role of service and secondary villages to accommodate
development in sustainable locations.
Support site HUB 1 to deliver at least 28 dwellings that would support the service
provision role of the settlement.
Support for the Policy that offers flexibility to future housing growth and specific
support for allocation LEB2.

Policy
Approach

Inadequate provision for the housing needs of Easingwold up to 2035.
Plan does seek to allocate more than the residual level of homes in Policy HG1,
but the distribution of the housing allocations is questioned.
The reliance on historic sites that have yet to be delivered (stretching back from
2007) and other speculative development sites is considered unsound due to
a lack of testing on the deliverability of such sites.
Support of the Policy and delivering housing to sustainable settlements,
especially market towns that can accommodate significant housing development
alongside employment land allocations.
Policy HG1 is considered unsound as it is not positively prepared by not
allocating sufficient land to meet the level of homes needed and also in not
meeting the Council's own distribution strategy.
There is too much reliance on sites that have failed to be deliver growth even
though they were allocated in 2010 and the Plan is also relying on other small
windfall sites.
The general provisions of the policy are supported, but the amount and
distribution of sites is questioned.
Policy HG1 is considered unsound as it is not positively prepared by not
allocating sufficient land to meet the level of homes needed and also in not
meeting the Council's own distribution strategy.

Alternative
or additional
allocations

Site TH2 should be removed from the Plan and alternatives sites in Thirsk
considered.
Delivery of housing for Thirsk and Sowerby is restricted to two sites and instead
should allocate a range of smaller sites.
The policy does not provide sufficient allocations to meet the housing
requirement or the distribution and hierarchy, particularly with regards to Thirsk.
The low amount of housing allocated at West Tanfield is highlighted.
Support for the allocated site (TIS2), however object to the current boundary
because it should be extended to include land to the north. Site is being
promoted by the same developer as site TIS2, therefore would be logical to
extend site TIS2 to include site ALT/T/139/020.
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Key issues: Summaries:
Over reliance on one housing site in Easingwold (EAS1), which presents a
significant risk to the delivery of the Plan. The argument is made that additional
housing sites should be allocated in Easingwold to reduce the risk of housing
delivery and ensure the provision of affordable housing, which could be unviable
on site EAS1 due to complex issues concerning heritage and education.
Support for an allocated site (Site CAM1) that will support local services and
facilities within the service village of Carlton Miniott.
Land at Aiskew Farm should be allocated because it is a more sustainable
solution compared to allocation AIB2.
Object to site EAS1 as reduces choice and diversity in the housing market.
Additional site should be allocated for limited development in order to support
and maintain the vitality of the local community, services and facilities within
Raskelf.
Additional sites should be allocated in the Easingwold sub area to increase
choice.
Mill Farm in Great Ayton (S/058/015) is promoted as a site that should be
allocated.
B/011/001 Land North East Of Low Ashbank Grange, Burrill Road, Bedale,
should be allocated.
The plan does not allocate any future housing sites in Brafferton and Helperby,
but relies on future windfall sites. The Plan should allocate housing in Brafferton
and Helperby as a designated two tier settlement.
Additional site in Easingwold (Knott Lane ref: E/041018a) should be allocated
to meet local housing needs.
Too much growth is proposed at Leeming Bar, further allocations should instead
be sought at nearby Bedale with Aiskew.
Allocate land to meet identified housing need in the Parish of Ingleby Arncliffe
and the allocation of land should not be left to the Neighbourhood Plan.
Greater local housing growth to support strategic employment land at Leeming
Bar, in particular within the Bedale sub area.
Policy HG1 does not provide sufficient housing allocations within Dalton, an
area identified for significant employment growth.
Delivery of housing for Thirsk and Sowerby is restricted to two sites and instead
should allocate a range of smaller sites.
Evidence
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The Council have minimal evidence to show that previous allocated sites and
windfall sites granted planning permission will come forward for development
to justify them being retained in the Plan.
Site EH4 is highlighted as a site that is reallocated from the previous Plan, even
though it has not come forward for development in the last 12 years and no
planning application has been submitted.
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Key issues: Summaries:
Housing
supply and
delivery

Housing figures do not mention whether existing planning permissions will be
saved.
Clarification over what is a "commitment".
Clarification over the time frames for delivering the identified emerging
allocations including a trajectory.
Site NM5C (LDF allocation) should not be recorded as a commitment and why
the figure of 200 dwellings has been included for this site when the extant
allocation provides for 160 dwellings.
The Plan only identifies a 5 year housing supply and there are insufficient
allocations beyond 2027/28.
The figures presented for residual housing need should be increased with further
housing sites allocated.
A 17% buffer is necessary to determine the overall housing supply.
The current Plan allows for a buffer of 15%, but this should be increased to
20% to be sufficiently flexible and deliverable.
Lack of allocations identified to meet housing requirement in the final seven
years of the Plan.
Recommend a 20% buffer of sites be included within the plan and identify
additional sites for housing.
There is too much reliance on sites that have failed to deliver growth even
though they were allocated in 2010 and the Plan is also relying on other small
windfall sites.

Type and
tenure

There are no allocations within the Local Plan to deal adequately with
accommodating the local ageing population.
The Plan fails to take account of reasonable alternatives and is inconsistent
with the NPPF by not providing a mix of sites for a rural area like Thirsk &
Sowerby and discounts viable and suitable small and medium sized sites.
Site HUB 1 would provide approximately 8 affordable units, subject to viability,
which would be a greater amount of affordable housing compared to
development of smaller, unallocated windfall sites and this approach is
supported.

Consultation

Failure of the Local Plan to be open and transparent with evidence not readily
available to residents. Residents affected have not been directly informed and
previous comments not made publicly available until long after the consultation
has closed.
Residents views in previous rounds of consultation have not been considered.

Spatial
strategy

Spatial strategy focuses on a relatively small number of large sites without
dedicated allocations in most of the service villages and secondary villages.
Settlements lower in hierarchy have a greater number of homes than higher
tier settlements.
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Key issues: Summaries:
Distribution of sites is too heavily focused on a small number of growth areas.
More housing should be allocated where there is going to be a significant
increase in employment opportunities in the future.
Plan does seek to allocate more than the residual level of homes in Policy HG1,
but the distribution of the housing allocations is questioned.
Bedale and Aiskew having a lower amount of residential growth compared to
Northallerton and Thirsk.
Level of housing and employment growth at Leeming Bar should elevate
settlement to a Service Village in the settlement hierarchy of the Plan.

Policy HG 2: Delivering the Right Type of Homes
6.3

Key issues raised in representations on Policy HG 2: Delivering the Right Type of Homes
were:

Key issues:
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Summaries:

Support

Support - the Policy does not impose any specific housing mix
requirements/thresholds on development schemes.
Support a flexible range and choice of homes to meet the needs of a local
area.

Policy
approach

Non-compliance with part f, g, h and I would result in a refusal for
noncompliance with the development plan.
Lacks flexibility if the housing needs assessment is updated.
Policy does not set out clear requirements for the distribution of housing by
type and size.
The Policy should allow flexibility and be based on evidence and needs
assessments, together with an assessment of individual sites and local
characteristics.
Lack of clarity on part b and mechanisms to achieve this.
Unclear if non-compliance with part f, g, h and i would result in a refusal.
Development by small and medium sized enterprise builders and a more
strategic led approach to supporting villages and edge of town communities
is needed.

Soundness

Part i fails to meet the test of soundness.

Evidence

No robust justification for part g, h or i of the policy.
There is no justification for targets or any mechanism for ensuring delivery of
wheelchair housing in new developments.
Part g and i of the Policy has insufficient evidence to justify why either is
required.
Insufficient evidence to justify part h and i of the Policy.
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Key issues:

Summaries:
Lack of clarity on part b and mechanisms to achieve this.
Paragraph 5.26 and relation to part i of the Policy is too prescriptive without
any justification.
Part f states development should reflect housing needs identified in the SHMA
or HEDNA documents, these will only ever be a snapshot in time.
The need for planning to have a robust evidence base and monitoring
framework to address sustainability challenges that arise from an ageing
population and help retain young people and support local businesses.

Housing
supply and
delivery

Policy fails to set out clear requirements for the distribution of housing by type
and size.
Policy makes inadequate provision of housing needs in Stokesley.
Land at Levenside should be allocated for housing.
Additional housing land should be allocated in Stokesley to meet future housing
need.
Increased awareness of community led housing and incentives for communities
to adopt these approaches and work with developers.

Type and
tenure

No target for ensuring delivery of a minimum 10% wheelchair adaptable
dwellings with commitment to refuse permission if not provided.
Insufficient provision to meet the needs of the ageing population in Easingwold.
Policy HG2 fails to detail how the needs of custom and self-builders will be
met.
The Plan should set a requirement for the percentage of self-build units on
large sites and specify sites where they will be required.
No evidence to justify 10% bungalow provision across all major development
as listed in part i of the Policy and it should be re-worded to allow greater
flexibility.
Self-build through windfall development is considered a more effective approach
for addressing self-build demand.
The requirement for "at least 10%" of properties to be bungalows should be
deleted.

Viability

Concern that the Whole Plan Viability Report (June 2019) identifies issues
with a number of brownfield typologies, apartments and allocations.
Part a and b of the policy are overly onerous and potentially limit the delivery
of homes.
The Council should clarify that part h of the Policy has been fully and
comprehensively viability tested.

Policy HG 3: Affordable Housing Requirements
6.4

Key issues raised in representations on Policy HG 3: Affordable Housing Requirements were:
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Key issues:
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Summaries:

Support

The reduction in affordable housing provision from that in the adopted Core
Strategy to 30% as proposed in the emerging Local Plan is welcomed.
Support the principle of the Policy.
Support the reduction of the affordable housing requirement in the Plan.

Policy
approach

Concern at the availability of affordable, shared purchase homes, smaller
homes and bungalows.
The figures within the policy are not consistent with the figures in paragraph
5.41.
Tenure split should not be included in the Policy or allowance for flexibility.
Paragraph 5.42 states that "an alternative mix may be supported where there
is evidence that the proposal will meet local housing need", this is not reflected
within the wording of the policy.
Object to part b. Exemption threshold should be "5 units or fewer".
This doesn't tackle the problem of an ageing population across Hambleton.
The supporting text (Paragraphs 5.40-5.42) need to be amended to include
express linkage to the NPPF affordable ownership requirements as well as
include for the delivery of "Starter Homes".

Affordable
housing
provision and
targets

30% figure of dwellings on new sites of over 15 dwellings to be affordable is
not sound.
The deficit of affordable homes will only further increase during the Plan
period. The lack of housing in the later stages of the Plan is a concern.
Greater flexibility to allow a lower proportion of affordable housing and a
greater level of discount to registered social landlords.
The Policy should make reference to Discounted Market Sale as an
acceptable form of affordable housing and the level of discount identified for
the District.
There should be a more equitable spread of affordable, low cost and starter
homes across the District rather than just on larger sites in key market towns.
Part c of the Policy should be more flexible to allow for a relaxation of the
tenure mix taking account of identified localised needs.
Clarification of part D to define a "cluster".
The affordable housing target should be 5% or 6% as there is only the need
to deliver 110 units across the Plan period rather than 318.

Alternative or
additional
allocations

Promoting an alternative site in the Thirsk area, based on the evidence of
need for affordable housing and the reduced delivery of affordable housing
on existing sites due substantial infrastructure costs.

Evidence

Technical Affordable Housing assessment doesn't refer to the York, North
Yorkshire and East Riding Housing Board and Housing Strategy.
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Key issues:

Summaries:
Unclear how HEDNA (June 2018) has led to the requirement for 30%
affordable homes on sites of 10 or more homes.
Remove any reference to an appropriate minimum price or Transfer Prices
for affordable housing as there is no supporting evidence relating to the need
or justification.

Viability

The Delivery Plan fails to ensure that viability doesn't result in a reduced
number of affordable housing on a site.
Increase the affordable housing targets with clear mechanisms on how to
ensure viability and delivery.
Concern at the viability of the Policy . The Whole Plan Viability Report (June
2019) identifies that there are issues with a number of brownfield typologies,
apartments and allocations.
Further consideration should be given to the viability of the affordable housing
requirements.
Justification of 30% affordable housing target appears to come from the
viability assessment but paragraph 5.10 contradicts this.

Policy HG 4: Housing Exception Schemes
6.5

The key issue raised in representations on Policy HG 4: Housing Exception Schemes was
exception sites:
Entry level exception sites would have the same impacts as a rural exception site upon
settlement character and countryside.
The same criteria as Criteria F for rural exception sites should be included for entry level
sites.
Clarification of local housing needs assessment for Entry-level exception schemes is
needed.
The policy should be more flexible to allow private developers to provide rural exception
sites.

Policy HG 5: Windfall Housing Development
6.6

Key issues raised in representations on Policy HG 5: Windfall Housing Development were:

Key issues: Summaries:
Support

Support the Policy as it would maintain a continuous supply of housing land
over the Plan period and avoid the Council struggling to maintain a 5 year supply
of housing land at any given point in time.

Policy
approach

The policy should allow windfall development adjacent to market towns.
The exclusion of windfall development adjacent to market towns is contrary to
sustainable development principles.
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Key issues: Summaries:
Part A of the policy is unclear of what information is required to confirm
deliverability.
Wording should be inserted into Policy HG5 which treated development
proposals brought forward in alignment with Policy HG2 for self-build positively.
Parts d to f relate to cumulative effects on a physical capacity of a settlement
to accommodate growth. It is unclear what level of growth is being planned for
through the Local Plan.
The limitation of windfall development to only "minor scale housing development"
(adjacent to the built form) is too simplistic.
Object to the wording and restrictive nature of the Policy.
The wording of the policy conflicts with other policies in the plan, such as policy
E3, E5 and E7.
Policy HG5 fails to recognise that greenfield sites may come forward in advance
of previously developed sites in exceptional circumstances.
The level of proof required under Criterion B is onerous with regards to a
requirement to establish whether existing outstanding commitments can come
forward.
Concerns raised on the suitability of Criterion D regarding location and scale of
development.
Contradiction between the second part of Policy HG5 and Policy S3. "Minor
scale" housing development is too prescriptive whereas "proportionate to the
size of the settlement size and its level in the hierarchy" as outlined in Policy
S3 would be supported.

28

Built form

The definition of what constitutes the "main built form" of a settlement is open
to subjective interpretation.
The second part of the Policy "Adjacent to the built form of Service, Secondary
and Small Villages" should be amended to reflect the wording in Policy S3 to
state that development that it is proportionate to the size of the settlement size
and its level in the hierarchy will be supported.

Soundness

Do not consider that the policy should apply only to minor developments. It
denies the potential for sustainable development on account of its scale which
is inconsistent with the NPPF.
The wording of the first part of the policy is inflexible and inconsistent with
national policy and a designation should not necessarily preclude development.
In support for most of the policy however criteria a is not justified or appropriate
as it will restrict appropriate windfall housing and is not in line with the NPPF.
The market towns should be be afforded the same flexibility to expand through
new windfall developments as the Service, Secondary and Small villages to be
in line with paragraph 78 of the NPPF.
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Key issues: Summaries:
Evidence

It is not possible to comment on the policy until all background evidence and
details associated with the Policy are published by the Council (Housing SPD).

Housing
supply

The development of small sites should be supported in Market Towns to ensure
choice for local residents and competition in the market place. Their exclusion
is contrary to sustainable development and there inclusion would assist in
meeting the ongoing 5 year housing supply.
The inclusion of market towns would assist in meeting the ongoing 5 year
housing supply.
Development of ad hoc housing in villages outside of the settlement hierarchy
is poorly controlled and often unsustainable.
The spatial strategy fails to allocate enough sites in many service villages and
larger villages.
The plan should include more allocations to provide certainty at the lower level.

Policy HG 6: Gypsies, Travellers, and Travelling Showpeople
6.7

Key issues raised in representations on Policy HG 6: Gypsies, Travellers, and Travelling
Showpeople were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Policy
approach

Policy HG6 does not meet its purpose of enabling the provision of pitches
to meet the need of gypsy and traveller families within the District.
Vacant gypsy pitches represents movement within the community and is
separate from need.
There is also the issue of incompatibility - it should be ensured that any new
family are compatible with the existing residents even if it meant that a pitch
could be vacant longer.
Criteria c) of Policy HG6 needs to be fundamentally amended to reflect the
fact that all gypsy pitches in Stokesley are allocated in rural areas. There
should be no reason to demonstrate that a pitch cannot be accommodated
within the main form of the settlement.
Criteria a) of Policy HG6 is not necessary and should be removed.

Soundness

Policy HG6 does not meet the aims of the National Planning Policy for
Traveller Sites - in particular paragraph 4 relating to provision of sites through
fair, realistic and inclusive policies.

Evidence

The GTAA 2016 is not sound evidence and underestimates the level of
need.
The number of unauthorised pitches in Hambleton is much larger than 2 as
is contained within the GTAA.
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7 Supporting a High Quality Environment
7.1

The key issue raised in representations on chapter 6: Supporting a High Quality Environment
as a whole was support.

Policy E 1: Design
7.2

Key issues raised in representations on E 1: Design were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Support

Parking
standards

There should be parking provision standards included in the design policy.

Design codes

Requiring any development proposal of 50 or more dwellings to set a
design code will create unnecessary cost.
Policy should be revised to set out that the Council may require the
preparation of a Design Code where it is justified by site specific
sensitivities, such as where the development potential affects a sensitive
landscape, is located in an area important to the setting or character of
a settlement, or could be viewed from distance.
The requirement for a Design Code for all Large-Scale Major
Developments is excessive and not adequately justified.
It is not considered appropriate or necessary to require a design code for
residential developments in the District, this should be deleted from the
Policy.

Policy E 2: Amenity
7.3

Key issues raised in representations on Policy E 2: Amenity were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Support

Policy approach

Questionable whether every development proposal will be
required to address each of the criteria; this could potentially
become an onerous and expensive exercise for applicants.

Policy E 3: The Natural Environment
7.4

Key issues raised in representations on Policy E 3: The Natural Environment were:

Key issues:
Support
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Summaries:
Supportive of the aspiration to produce a SPD on the natural
environment.
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Key issues:

Summaries:

Biodiversity net gain

There is no clarification as to what metric or what guidance
should be used in order to determine the level of net loss/gain.

Policy E 4: Green Infrastructure
7.5

Key issues raised in representations on Policy E 4: Green Infrastructure were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Welcome the policy wording proposed, which promotes the integration of
new development with Green Infrastructure and the development of public
rights of way.
The Trustees agree and support a considerable amount of the Estate's land
to be designated as within a Green Infrastructure corridor.
Supportive of policy E4 and how the client's site will be in compliance with
the policy.

Policy
approach

There may be potential to better link the plan documents to the wider multi
functional benefits of green and blue infrastructure.

Viability

Broadly supportive of the approach; however, considers that it will be
important to ensure that the quantum of green infrastructure which is required
within a site is proportionate to the scale of the proposed development and
does not result in a lower net developable area (which in turn could impact
on capacity, viability and deliverability).
Supportive of the Council's aspirations to protect existing green infrastructure
and to secure enhancements where possible, however, the policy should
state that it is subject to viability.

Policy E 5: Development Affecting Heritage Assets
7.6

The key issue raised in representations on Policy E 5: Development Affecting Heritage Assets
was support.

Policy E 6: Nationally Protected Landscapes
The key issue raised in representations on Policy E 6: Nationally Protected Landscapes was support.

Policy E 7: Hambleton's Landscapes
7.7

Key issues raised in representations on Policy E 7: Hambleton's Landscapes were:

Key issues
Support

Summaries:
Support
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Key issues

32

Summaries:

Policy approach

Broadly supportive of the policy, it is considered that the words
"where appropriate" should be added to this part of the Policy to
allow for site-specific considerations to be taken into account.

Site specific issue

The development on the Union Mill/ Levenside site will be of a scale,
appearance and character that will conserve the distinctive
landscape setting of Stokesley and provide the opportunity for
further landscape improvement.
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8 Infrastructure and Community Services
8.1

Key issues raised in representations on chapter 7: Infrastructure and Community Services as
a whole were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Policy approach

It is appropriate and prudent to ensure that plans are worded to ensure
that infrastructure continues to develop in parallel to support the District's
economic and housing growth aspirations.

Evidence

Paragraph 7.1 - A 'Rural proofing' assessment is undertaken for all
developments and the overall plan, to ensure rural communities and
their needs are not in anyway overlooked.

Allocations

Paragraph 7.2 - Land between 39 & 41 Northallerton Road Leeming
Bar - would like to see site come forward and objects to the scoring of
the Sustainability Assessment.

Infrastructure

There needs to be appropriate investment infrastructure support
available to neighbourhood planning/community groups to keep their
planning documents updated and relevant and to grow vibrant
communities.

Policy CI 1: Infrastructure Delivery
8.2

Key issues raised in representations on Policy CI 1: Infrastructure Delivery were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Policy approach

The policy should be amended to refer to the infrastructure requirements
which are covered by the adoption of CIL.
Part b) of the policy should be amended to state that developers would
be required to provide, or meet the costs of providing, the infrastructure,
facilities and/ or mitigation necessary to make their proposed
developments acceptable in planning terms only where this infrastructure
is not delivered by the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL).
The infrastructure policies should make specific reference to level crossing
safety.
Important that the Local Plan promotes sufficient development within
West Tanfield and surrounding villages, to ensure the vitality of this
community facility is maintained.

Developer
contributions

Refusal of proposals where site have been subdivided in order to avoid
developer contributions is not justified.

Allocations

There is a lack of infrastructure, for flooding, highway issues, medical
facilities to serve allocations in Easingwold.
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Key issues:

Summaries:

Viability

This policy should account for the overall viability of schemes coming
forward.

Cycling

Paragraph 7.13 - Insert the sentence "This should include provision for
cycling" in the third line of the paragraph after the word "supported".

Policy CI 2: Transport and Accessibility
8.3

Key issues raised in representations on Policy CI 2: Transport and Accessibility were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Easingwold town centre

There is a lack of car parking and blocking of footpaths within the
town centre and the rest of the village, improvements should be
secured when new developments are approved.

Soundness

The policy should reference paragraph 109 of the Framework.

Detail of wording

Paragraph 7.28 - The last sentence should read "the flow of traffic,
accessibility for service and emergency vehicles and jeopardise
safe cycling which is a disincentive for modal shift".

Policy CI 3: Open Space, Sport and Recreation
8.4

Key issues raised in representations on Policy CI 3: Open Space, Sport and Recreation were:

Key
issues:
Policy
approach
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Summaries:

Suggest the addition of an extra section under Residential Development i.e.: d
"Where the developer has taken a holistic or contextual approach to improve
connectivity for sustainable travel to facilities and services and to the recreational
network".
Easingwold Town Council is concerned to know how incremental open spaces
and foot/cycle paths will become a reality. Will this land be taken into public
ownership? What steps would be also taken to prevent the loss of this land to
public use and access?
This Policy should help to ensure that these important open spaces are
safeguarded.
The Council should provide further justification for their approach to Appendix E
with the potential to remove the inclusion of the "Form of Provision" column from
the table.
The Trustees acknowledge two sites in their ownership, to the east of Helperby,
are identified as Local Green Space. The Trustees have no objection to this
allocation, however support the element of the policy that allows for a proposal
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Key
issues:

Summaries:

including the whole or partial loss of the Local Green Space should "Very Special
Circumstances" exist, allowing flexibility in the future.
Evidence

The Council must satisfy itself through its Whole Plan Viability Assessment that
the requirements of this Policy will not impact on the soundness of the Plan and
the ability to achieve its Spatial Vision, Outcomes and Actions, and wider
development strategy.
There does not appear to be any evidence which sets out the current levels of
greenspace provision within settlements, and whether there is a surplus or
deficiency. Objection to the Policy as currently drafted as part (a) and (b) are
unsound as they fail to meet the tests of soundness, namely, they are not justified,
effective or in accordance with national planning policy.

Policy CI 4: Community Facilities
8.5

Key issues raised in representations on Policy CI 4: Community Facilities were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

We strongly support this policy as it will serve to protect viable pubs
in the villages.
Supportive of this policy and the protection it affords to valued facilities
across the district.
Paragraph 7.46 - The Darlington branch of the Campaign for Real Ale
strongly supports the requirements to determine whether a community
facility, such as a village pub, is viable or not.

Alternative or
additional
allocations

Support this policy in principle, the allocation of Land at West and
South of Balk Avenue, Back Lane would allow for new community
facilities to come forward, supporting the sustainability of Brafferton
and Helperby.
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9 Environmental and Resource Management
9.1

The key issue raised in representations on chapter 8 Environmental and Resource Management
as a whole was fracking:
The Plan has no reference to Fracking in any form and should prepare a policy on fracking.

Policy RM 1: Water Quality and Supply
9.2

The key issue raised in representations on Policy RM 1: Water Quality and Supply was the
water efficiency standard:
The section of the policy which relates to compliance with Approved Document G should
be removed as it is considered that matters relating to water supply and new developments
are best dealt with through the application of building regulations.
It is considered that there is insufficient justification for this policy to request standards
to exceed building regulations in this regard.

Policy RM 2: Flood Risk
9.3

The key issue raised in representations on Policy RM 2: Flood Risk was whether the policy
was required:
Object to the inclusion of policy RM2.

Policy RM 5: Ground Contamination and Groundwater Pollution
9.4

The key issue raised in representations on Policy RM 5: Ground Contamination and
Groundwater Pollution was the policy approach:
Remove "upfront requirement" from the policy.

Policy RM 6: Waste and Minerals
9.5

The key issue raised in representations on Policy RM 6: Minerals and Waste was support.

Policy RM 7: Renewable and Low Carbon Energy
9.6

Key issues raised in representations on Policy RM 7: Renewable and Low Carbon Energy
were:

Key issues:
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Summaries:

Support

Support

Fracking

The plan has no reference to fracking in any form. A policy
should be prepared on fracking.

Communities

Would welcome a focus on setting out a context which has a
clear vision for low carbon, cyclical economies and communities.
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10 Allocations
10.1

Key issues raised in representations on Part 2: Allocations as a whole were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Soundness

The 5% tolerance on number of houses on site (Housing site
requirements) is unjustified and un-supportive of NPPF.

Evidence

Lack of local impact assessment on smaller discounted sites.
Not factually correct in regards facilities at East Cowton.

Housing need

Disagree with the housing numbers, they should be higher.
The residual housing requirement has been underestimated.
There is a need to allocated more small scale developments.
Insufficient evidence allocation NOR1 will deliver.
Undeliverability of existing 5 year commitments including 2010
allocations.
The size of the buffer to housing deliverability is insufficient.

Phasing

There is a lack of phasing in the Local Plan.

Northallerton Area
10.2

The key issue raised in representations on Northallerton allocations as a whole was identification
of alternative or additional allocations:
Suggestion of a different allocation, site ref N/123/009.
Suggestion of a different allocation, Land at Ainderby Road.
Suggestion of a different allocation, site ref N/123/004.
Suggestion of a different allocation, site ref N/123/011.
Suggestion of a different allocation, site ref N/123/008.

NOR 1: Winton Road, Northallerton
10.3

Key issues raised in representations on allocation NOR 1: Winton Road, Northallerton were:

Key issues:
Impact

Summaries:
Loss of character of the settlement.
Loss of agricultural land.
Lack of employment opportunity.
Increase in pollution and traffic congestion.
Loss of open space
Lack of supportive facilities.
Increased risk of flooding.
Concerns over unstable land.
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Key issues:

Summaries:

Soundness

NOR1 should continue to be included as an emerging allocation
however, there are numerous matters which require further clarification
in order for it to be considered sound.

Infrastructure

Development reliant on the availability of hospital where services are
steadily reducing.
Lack of transport network.

Parking

Parking provision, which is not mentioned, should be part of site
assessment.

NOR 2: West of Darlington Road, Northallerton
10.4

Key issues raised in representations on allocation NOR 2: West of Darlington Road,
Northallerton were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Support

Addition to allocation

We seek the inclusion of the 2 acres of undeveloped
land into the allocation for Employment Use.

NOR 3: Northallerton Former Prison Site
10.5

The key issue raised in representations on allocation NOR 3: Northallerton Former Prison
Site was support:
Support - for heritage reasons.

NOR 4: Northallerton Town Park
10.6

Key issues raised in representations on allocation NOR 4: Northallerton Town Park were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Support - for heritage reasons.

Policy approach

Inclusion of cycle parking essential, both on site and at
town centre destinations.

NOR 5: Northallerton Sports Village
10.7
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The key issue raised in representations on allocation NOR 5: Northallerton Sports Village was
support.
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BRO 1: Danes Crest, Brompton
10.8

Key issues raised in representations on allocation BRO 1: Danes Crest, Brompton were
regarding heritage:
Amendments to the technical information details at planning submission stage in regard
to heritage and proximity to the conservation area.
Add an additional bullet point to the Heritage requirement: " Heritage Statement will be
required for the site and should inform proposals for development to ensure it will not
harm the character and appearance of the Brompton Conservation Area. In particular,
consideration should be given to the impact which development would have on views
across the conservation due to the elevated position of the allocation site."

Thirsk Area
10.9

Key issue raised in representations on Thirsk area as a whole were:

Key issues:

Summaries:

Policy approach

Affordable housing need not met by current allocations.
Existing 5 year commitments are undeliverable.

Alternative or additional
allocations

Need to allocated more small scale developments.
Suggestion of a different allocation in Carlton Miniott for 55
homes.
Suggestion of a different allocation - Land at Topcliffe Road,
Sowerby, Thirsk (also referred to as Land adjacent to
Homeacres).

TIS 1: Station Road, Thirsk
10.10 Key issues raised in representations on allocation TIS 1: Station Road, Thirsk were:
Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Support for the allocation.

Impact

Loss of character of the settlement.
Proximity to existing industrial business.
Distance from facilities.

Policy approach

Reliance on large scale developments to deliver requirement.
Need to allocated more small scale developments.
Amendments to the technical information details at planning
submission stage - S106/CIL are needed.

TIS 2: Back Lane, Sowerby
10.11 Key issues raised in representations on allocation TIS 2: Back Lane, Sowerby were:
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Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Support of allocation TIS 2.
Support of allocation.
Support for the location strategy.

Consultation
process

Residents have not been kept informed and does not comply with duty to
cooperate.
System not user friendly discriminating the older generations.

Impact

Objects to allocation in terms of traffic, infrastructure, pollution, wellbeing
and affect on local wildlife.
Objects to allocation on terms of congestion.
Objects to allocation on heritage impact: conservation areas, Medieval field
systems Access to open space.
Objects to allocation in terms of congestion.
Negative impact on existing wildlife.
Objects on grounds of safety of elderly residents.
Lack of suitable infrastructure.
The Heritage Background Paper considers that the development of this site
will harm elements which contribute to the significance of the conservation
area and sets out a number of mitigation measures to reduce that harm.
However, not all these are reflected within the Development Requirements
for this site.

Carlton Miniott
10.12 The key issue raised in representations on Carlton Miniott as a whole was the policy approach:
Residual housing requirement underestimated.
The existing 5 year commitments are undeliverable.
Insufficient evidence allocation NOR1 will deliver.
Need to allocate more housing development.

CAM 1: Ripon Way, Carlton Miniott
10.13 The key issue raised in representations on allocation CAM 1: Ripon Way, Calton Miniott was
support:
Supportive if improvements are made to infrastructure.
Support of allocation CAM 1.

Dalton
10.14 The key issue raised in representations on Dalton as a whole was the policy approach:
Site NOR1 is unlikely to deliver the necessary housing numbers over the plan period,
leading to a shortfall.
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Dalton should have a housing allocation.
There should be a higher housing number required, of an additional 241 dwellings.

DAI 1: Extension to Dalton Industrial Estate, Dalton
10.15 Key issues raised in representations on allocation DAI 1: Extension to Dalton Industrial Estate,
Dalton were:
Key issues:

Summaries:

Site details

Requests for amendments in terms of area of site, access to
site and flood zone status of site.

Infrastructure

This site will be isolated without improved cycling provision into
Thirsk through CIL/106.

SOT 1: Beechfield, South Otterington
10.16 Key issues raised in representations on allocation SOT 1: Beechfield, South Otterington were:
Key issues:

Summaries:

Consultation
process

Add a 'Don't Know' button to sound/ complies with duty/ legally complaint.
Binary options like these may lead to inaccurate results or be criticised as
being leading questions.

Impact

Objects to allocation in terms of increased traffic levels and safety of residents.
Objects to allocation in terms of flood risk, and safety of children.
Lack of public transport.
Lack of supportive facilities.
Detrimental to residents of Beechfield and Mayfield.
Increased pressure on local school.
Objects to allocation in terms of affect on village character.
Objects to allocation - protection of historic field system.
Loss of agricultural land - site is greenfield and in productive agricultural use.
Loss of open space - constitutes an attractive greenspace.
Lack of supportive facilities - it is notable that all Service Village allocations
are smaller than South Otterington.
Lack of public transport - more homes results in more cars, this is not
sustainable.
Dalton has employment allocation but no housing allocation and that is the
same as Topcliffe (a service village).

Policy
approach

Development size does not fit with the spatial strategy.
Not in line with councils vision for rural development.
Site does not follow the spatial distribution strategy - contrary to strategic
approach. South Otterington is not located on a key central transport corridor,
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Key issues:

Summaries:
it is secondary village with limited services and is the only secondary village
in Thirsk area which has an allocation.
Questions local need - at least 10% of housing development needs will be
met from sites of 1ha or less - this site is 1.53ha so does not satisfy this goal
either.
HEDNA arrives at a very high housing figure of 315dpa in response to
economic growth. This is 34% above the highest demographic conclusions
and 106% above the starting point of demographic projections. No adjustment
for windfall contributions is made as part of the housing requirement figure.

Bedale Area
Aiskew and Bedale
10.17 The key issue raised in representations on Aiskew and Bedale as a whole was regarding
alternative or additional allocations:
The northern portion of the site (B/135/001a/H) was allocated as BH8 in the December
2010 LDF. This comment seeks to include the southern part of the site not included in
BH8 but is included in B/135/001.
Wishes to see B/011/001a as an allocation to allow for a flexible approach to meeting
housing numbers over the plan period.
The allocation in whole or part of Land West of Exelby Road, Bedale, would assist the
Council in meeting evident identified shortfall in housing provision required to make the
Local Plan deliverable.
Site ALT/B/004/022 is deliverable and would provide much needed housing in an area
that is expected to generate future employment growth during the plan period.
The Council's decision not to allocate site ALT/B/004/022 is not sound based on the tests
outlined in paragraph 35 of the National Planning Policy Framework.

AIB 1: Northeast of Ashgrove, Aiskew
10.18 Key issues raised in representations on allocation AIB 1: Northeast of Ashgrove, Aiskew were:
Key issues:
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Summaries:

Support

Support allocation.

Policy approach

Use brown field sites in Bedale and Aiskew closer in to the town
centre to build houses on, and stop building on greenfield sites
located outside of town which encourage yet more car use.

Alternative or
additional allocations

The Local Plan is consistent with national policy in respect of the
Bedale Road, Aiskew site as compelling evidence has been provided
to demonstrate that the proposed development will deliver sustainable
development within the plan period.
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Key issues:

Summaries:

Impact

Objects on the basis of increased/ over development in a community
which does not have sufficient infrastructure.
Are there plans to develop shops, a school, community facilities
alongside development.
Impact on schools, GP practice, service infrastructure, traffic and
road safety.

AIB 2: South of Lyngarth Farm, Bedale
10.19 The key issue raised in representations on allocation AIB 2: South of Lyngarth Farm,
Bedale was the site area:
Site should be extended southwards towards Welham House and Southlands. This
revised site boundary reflects better the characteristics and form of the Site in relation to
its surroundings.

AIB 3: Bedale Car and Coach Park
10.20 Key issues raised in representations on allocation AIB 3: Bedale Car and Coach Park were:
Key issues:

Summaries:

Heritage
1.

2.

3.

Use of the
site

Before allocating AIB3 for development:
An assessment needs to be undertaken of the contribution which this site
makes to those elements which contribute towards the significance of the
conservation area and listed buildings and what impact the loss of this site
and its subsequent development might have upon their significance.
If it is considered that development would harm elements which contribute to
their significance, then the Plan needs to set out the measures by which that
harm might be removed or reduced.
If it is then concluded that development would still be likely to harm elements
which contribute to the significance of these assets, then this site should not
be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that outweigh the harm (as
is required by NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).
The car park allocation AIB 3 should include a range of "Gateway" commercial
and leisure uses which would better support the town and ensure that the site
can be adequately delivered

CRK 1: North of Crakehall Watermill, Little Crakehall
10.21 Key issues raised in representations on allocation CRK 1: North of Crakehall Water Mill, Little
Crakehall were:
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Key issues:

Summaries:

Site area

Reduce the red line area to remove the southern strip of land outlined on
the Title Plan.
Reduce the size of the developable area and the amount of houses that
can be built to reflect the extent of the area remaining after the area to
the south of the access road to Cringlefields has been removed.

Heritage

Design, landscaping open space provision insert the following
bullet-points:- An area of open space shall be provided at the southern
end of this site to encompass the land lying to the to east of the access
road to Cringlefields and the northern boundary of the Conservation Area.
A landscape buffer shall be provided along the southern side of the area
of open space at the southern end of this site to reduce the impact upon
the Conservation Area and Listed Building.

Development
requirements

Add "where possible" to the Access and Highways development
requirements, to extend and improve pedestrian links where possible.

West Tanfield
10.22 The key issue raised in representations on West Tanfield as a whole was regarding spatial
development strategy:
A wider spatial distribution strategy should have been the basis for allocating future
locations for housing within the Bedale sub area.

WST 1: Bridge View, Back Lane, West Tanfield
10.23 The key issue raised in representations on allocation WST 1: Bridge View, Back Lane West
Tanfield was support.

Burneston
10.24 The key issue raised in representations on Burneston as a whole was regarding alternative
or additional allocations:
Site B/021/001 should also be allocated for housing development with essentially the
same development criteria as Allocation BUR1.

BUR 1: St Lamberts Drive, Burneston
10.25 Key issues raised in representations on allocation BUR 1: St Lamberts Drive, Burneston were:
Key issues:
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Summaries:

Support

Support

Heritage

Development Requirements relating to Heritage will help to ensure
that any development on this site conserves the elements which
contribute to the significance of these assets.
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Leeming Bar
10.26 The key issue raised in representations on Leeming Bar as a whole was regarding alternative
or additional allocations:
Land between 39 & 41 Northallerton Road Leeming Bar - would like to see site come
forward and objects to the scoring of the SA.
Wishes to see a site in Leeming Bar to come forward for housing.

LEB 1: Harkness Drive, Leeming Bar
10.27 Key issues raised in representations on allocation LEB 1: Harkness Drive, Leeming Bar were:
Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Support

Impact

Increase in noise pollution.
Loss of public open spaces.
Change the character of the village completely - The loss of green fields,
trees and hedgerows.
Increase in traffic accessing this site.
There are no employment opportunities in the village to satisfy the demands
of a further increase in residential properties meaning that further pollution
will be generated as well as further increases in traffic noise due to people
having to commute to work outside the village.
Likely to be a rise in vandalism and noise pollution in the public green spaces
adjacent to this site.
There are many other sites within Hambleton District Council's area that could
be developed without inconveniencing existing residents as they are on the
outskirts of places such as Northallerton itself.

Infrastructure

There is insufficient infrastructure to support allocation.
There are no other facilities for families or young children/teenagers in the
village and public transport is poor.

LEB 2: Foundry Way, Leeming Bar
10.28 Key issues raised in representations on allocation LEB 2: Foundry Way, Leeming Bar were:
Key issues:

Summaries:

Development requirements

The affordable housing contribution should be lower given the
low house prices in Leeming bar.

Impact

Impact on facilities including open space.
Lack of infrastructure, public transport and employment
opportunities.
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Key issues:

Summaries:

Capacity

Site allocated should extend to 67 dwellings.

LEB 3: Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar
10.29 Key issues raised in representations on allocation LEB 3: Aiskew Moor, east of Leeming
Bar were:
Table

Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Support

Impact

Increased congestion on roads and pollution.
Loss of greenfield and agricultural land.
Impact on wildlife and biodiverisity.
People employed come from outside Hambleton.
Impact on existing residents and amenity.
Light, noise and air pollution.
Anti-social behaviour from lorries parking over night.
Impact on business and tourism from the loss of village character.
Creeping urbanisation of Northallerton and Bedale.

Infrastructure

Lack of all types of infrastructure.

Spatial strategy

Flawed evidence base - no requirement for additional employment
land.
Excessive size of the allocation.
Site should be used for affordable housing.

Easingwold Area
10.30 Key issues raised in representations on the Easingwold area as a whole were:
Key issues:
Spatial
strategy
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Summaries:
Sites do not follow an appropriate spatial distribution strategy.
Concerned about limited employment land expansion.
More provision for younger people to retain them within the town.
The car parking and traffic management situation is becoming increasingly
challenging as a result of the population.
Too much of the development and resource is focused socially on Thirsk and
especially Northallerton and industrially on Dalton and Leeming Bar to the
detriment of the needs of the other more distant market towns.
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Key issues:

Summaries:
It is disappointing to see that the housing numbers have reduced to this
extent.
More dwellings are required in Easingwold, particularly for older people, to
maintain the level of services and facilities.
Need to allocate more housing development.
The Council should take a more flexible approach to ensure sufficient housing
is available across the plan period to enable the Local Plan to be deliverable.

Trajectory

Object to lack of sites to be delivered in the years 2022-2035.

Development
requirements

Greater need for affordable homes and homes for older people.

Town centre

Would like to see the primary shopping area expanded as HDC evidence
base has underestimated the catchment area.

Infrastructure

No substantive provision is made within the draft Local Plan to support the
maintenance and improvement of the Easingwold's infrastructure and
environment as it absorbs its recent and current rate of growth.
Easingwold suffers from some significant flooding and sewage problems that
need to be resolved as soon as possible.
Easingwold wishes to retain all its designated green spaces and to see them
protected for future generations to enjoy.

Alternative or
additional
allocations

Suggestion of a different allocation in Raskelf.
Objects to site E/103/001 not being included as a proposed allocation in the
Publication Draft of the emerging Local Plan.
Object to the following sites not being allocated: Site ref. E/131/013, E/131/014
and E/131/010, E/117/001, E/117/002 and E/117/003.
Site PST/E/041/059 was submitted to the Council as a suitable and available
site. Given this site's location adjacent to site E/041/044, the /059 site is
considered to be equally suitable for housing as the adjoining /044 site.
Suggestion of a different allocation - Land East of Back Lane, Helperby.
Would like to see the inclusion of site ref E/131/006 as an allocation.
Considers that the sites off Alne Road should be allocated as housing sites,
and that the allocated site performs marginally worse against the sustainability
criteria.
New Parks Estate land, south of Huby, should be allocated as a new
settlement.
Include further allocations such as ref E/093/002a that are demonstrably
suitable, available and deliverable.
Support that sites ALT/E/162/013 and E/162/010 (not allocated sites). Support
that South Back Lane, Tollerton is a preferred and safer site.
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Key issues:

Summaries:
Northern portion of site ref E/041/018 is suitable for allocation.
Land at Knott Lane Easingwold (Site Reference PST/E/041/060) should be
allocated.
Site /044 should be allocated alongside /033 to the north. Do not support the
Council's conclusion part of site PST/E/041/059 is not considered to be
suitable for allocation unless the adjacent site was to be allocated. The site
could be allocated alongside site E/041/012, which lies to the north. Site /059
should be allocated alongside site /012.
Site Ref: E/041/034 should be added as an allocation to Easingwold to fill a
gap in supply.

Policy EAS 1: Northeast of Easingwold Community Primary School, Easingwold
10.31 Key issues raised in representations on allocation EAS 1: Northeast of Easingwold Community
Primary School, were:
Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Support

Land supply

Support the identification of this site for development, however it is
maintained that it is insufficient on its own to ensure a 5 year supply
throughout the plan period.

Infrastructure

Objection to allocation based on pressure on infrastructure, being a
greenfield site, no housing need in Easingwold.
EAS1 will require traffic control measures at the junction between
Husthwaite Road and Thirsk Road.

Alternative or
additional
allocation

Site E/41/045 Land to the rear of The Meadows, Thirsk Road,
Easingwold should be allocated instead of EAS1.

Heritage

The development requirements for "Heritage" should cross-refer with
the design requirements and make clear how development would
safeguard the character and appearance of the heritage assets.
Suggested further detail into development requirements:
Design, landscaping, open space provision and green corridors should
be reflected on the site plan.
The box below the site plan should state the net developable area for
housing as 4.6ha.
Add text to make it clear that housing development is to be restricted
to north of the school in order to mitigate the impact on the designated
heritage assets to the south.

a.
b.
c.
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Policy EAS 2: Shires Bridge Mill, Easingwold
10.32 Key issues raised in representations on allocation EAS 2: Shires Bridge Mill, Easingwold,
were:
Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Support

Land supply

Employment development for Easingwold is inadequate. The sole
allocation of 2.55ha will not provide an adequate supply of local
jobs, especially when faced with 25% dwelling growth between
2017 and 2022.

HUB 1: South of Stillington Road, Huby
10.33 Key issues raised in representations on allocation HUB 1: South of Stillington Road, Huby,
were:
Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Support

Heritage

The Development Requirements relating to "Heritage" and "Design"
reflect the recommendations of the Heritage Background Paper and will
help to ensure that any development on this site conserves the elements
which contribute to the significance of these assets and will help to ensure
that any development on this site conserves the elements which contribute
to the significance of these assets.

STI 1: North of Stillington Social Club, Stillington
10.34 The key issue raised in representations on allocation STI 1: North of Stillington Social Club,
Stillington, was support.

Stokesley Area
10.35 Key issues raised in representations on the Stokesley area as a whole were:
Key issues:

Summaries:

Alternative or additional
allocations

Site S/033/005 is put forward as a site for conversion.
Objection to the exclusion of Tanton Park House site.
Objection to the exclusion of S/142/015, S/142/016 and
S/142/017 over STK1.

Spatial Strategy

Objection to the lack of housing allocation in Crathorne.
There is a shortfall in the housing requirement for Stokesley.
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STK 1: North of The Stripe, Stokesley
10.36 Key issues raised in representations on allocation STK 1: North of The Stripe, Stokesley, were:
Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Supports the allocation.

Development
requirement

Objects to the allocation in terms of the local requirement.
Current building sites are struggling to sell plots so where is the demand.
Objects to allocation in terms of the demand for that number.
Availability of a number of smaller brownfield sites.
Lack of need shown by current large developments.
Objects to the allocation in terms of the volume of development occurring
outside but very near to the northern district boundary.

Impact

Oject due to impact it will have on the local countryside and wildlife.
Giving access from Tameside will create a rat run.
The town is losing its character to urban sprawl.
Objects to the allocation in terms the concentration in numbers to certain
parts of the town.
Objects to the proposed access from Tameside which would cause a rat
run that would promote the likelihood of traffic accidents therefore risking
safety of young and elderly residents.
Current increase in homes are impacting on the character of the town the
loss of amenities, pressure on services and an increase in traffic.
Disruption during the development to existing residents.

Infrastructure

Flood defence improvements now make other sites more suitable.
Lack of green space for dog walkers.
Added pressure on already stretched services.

STK 3: Southeast of Terry Dicken Industrial Estate, Stokesley
10.37 Key issues raised in representations on allocation STK 2: East of Stokesley Business Park,
were:
Key issues:
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Summaries:

Development
requirement

High building vacancies in the existing industrial estate/business
park. A review of current accommodation and how it is used needs
to be undertaken.

Impact

Object - no appropriate study on visual impact matters have been
undertaken to evaluate any potential developments impact upon
the locality.
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Great Ayton
10.38 The key issue raised in representations on the Great Ayton as a whole was alternative or
additional allocations:
Objects to the allocation in Great Ayton and prefers sites ref S/058/005 &S/058/006 Easby
Lane.
Submission of an addition site, off the B 1292, Great Ayton, outside the call for site period.
Put forward site ref S/058/005a and S/058/006a, land east and west of Easby Lane, Great
Ayton.

GTA 1: Skottowe Crescent, Great Ayton
10.39 Key issues raised in representations on allocation GTA 1: Skottowe Crescent, Great Ayton,
were:
Key issues:

Summaries:

Support

Supports the allocation.

Heritage

The area's loss to development would harm the setting of the conservation
area and a number of listed buildings.
Development would harm the setting of the conservation area and a number
of listed buildings.
Historic England disagree with the conclusion from the Council's heritage
assessment and consider that the background paper under plays the
importance to this site and the contribution the listed buildings have to the
setting of the area.
Proximity to the conservation area and other sites more preferable.
Site impacts on heritage assets.
The loss of the site would effectively sever heriatge assets from their rural
setting harming their setting and appreciation. The harm is not capable of
effective mitigation and the site should be deleted.
Objects to allocation in terms of impact on the Conservation Area and historic
environment.

Impact

Increased private traffic.
Impact of construction on residents.
Road access into site and pedestrian access to town services are not safe.
Development of alternative site would encourage people to walk rather than
use cars.
Promotes growth towards a Teesside conurbation.
Increase in traffic and pollution within inefficient transport infrastructure.
Safety risk to the young and elderly residents.
Loss of nature and the character of the village.
Proposed site does not meet all the 'Tests of Soundness'.
The site is poorly related to the settlement.
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Key issues:
Infrastructure
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Summaries:
Lack of public services.
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11 Appendices
11.1

The key issue raised in representations on Appendix D: Local Green Space was site specific
issues:
The Bedale Allotment site has been totally refurbished in the last four years and all the
plots are now very productive and a haven for wildlife.
Objection to site ref ALT/S/058/032/G Land at Easby Lane, Great Ayton, North Yorkshire.
This is a private garden with no public access.
Site ref ALT/S/057/024/G should be included as a Local Green Space, it holds significant
recreational value, and an important function of separating the villages of Great Broughton
and Kirkby.
Suggest extending site ref ALT/S/057/017A/G to include the adjacent field to the east.
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Local
Plan

For further information contact:
Planning Policy
Hambleton District Council, Civic Centre,
Stone Cross, Northallerton DL6 2UU
T: 01609 779977
E: planningpolicy@hambleton.gov.uk
hambleton.gov.uk/localplan
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